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The object of research is the military radio communication system. One of the most problematic areas in the
management of military radio resources is the interference of military radio systems and facilities. A number of
works have been devoted to the research of ways to increase the noise immunity of military radio communication
systems and facilities. However, the known works contain some results of research by scientists aimed at increasing the noise immunity of military radio systems and facilities and do not have a comprehensive approach. In this
article, the problem of developing a method of structural-parametric synthesis of the noise protection subsystem
of special purpose radio communication systems is solved.
The scientific problem is solved by formalizing the problem of structural-parametric synthesis of the noise protection subsystem of military radio communication systems, starting with its mathematical description and synthesis
of the quantitative and qualitative structure of the noise protection subsystem. In the course of the research, the
authors used the main provisions of the queuing theory, the theory of automation, the theory of complex technical
systems and general scientific methods of cognition, namely analysis and synthesis. The novelty of this technique
is the synthesis of the structure of the military radio system and the parameters of the radio system in the context
of electronic conflict. This technique is multi-criteria, in which the parameters are different in importance. The
basis of this technique is the principle of nonlinear scheme of A. Voronin compromises. This technique allows to:
– to synthesize the structure of the radio communication system in the conditions of electronic conflict;
– to determine the optimal number of radio communication devices to ensure management tasks in the conditions of electronic conflict;
– to substantiate a set of mechanisms to increase the noise immunity of the noise protection subsystem in the
conditions of electronic conflict.
The results of the research should be used at the stage of planning and operational management of the structure
and parameters of military radio communication systems.
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1. Introduction
According to the experience of local wars and armed
conflicts in recent decades, during operations (combat ope
rations), radio communication systems usually consist the
basis of any military and weapons control system, as well
as communication and information transmission systems.
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It happens because of the high dynamics of hostilities,
long range and the ability to work in motion [1, 2].
Given the great importance of military radio communication systems in the management and communication
system of the troops (forces) group, there is a need to
find new ways to increase their effectiveness. It should be
noted that in modern military conflicts, radio communication
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systems are used to meet the needs of mobile groups of
troops (forces).
As it is known, the military radio communication system
consists of a stationary and a field component (mobile
component). At the same time, the stationary component
of the military radio communication system is the primary
target of high-precision devices. Peculiarities of combat use
of the mobile component (MC) of military radio communication systems (MRCS) involve the creation of a control
system characterized by adaptability, reliability and a given
quality of operation in conditions of a priori uncertainty
about the communication system state [3, 4].
The MRCS state is influenced by a large number of
conditions and factors that determine the conditions
of MRCS combat use and individual MRCS elements.
Particular attention should be paid to the fact that the
combat use of MRCS takes place in conditions of various
resources shortage allocated for the organization of radio
communication systems, as well as in the conditions of
the use of electronic warfare by the enemy. Given all the
above, the topical issue is the search for new ways to increase the noise immunity of radio communication systems,
operating under the influence of electronic warfare and the
shortage of radio resources. This will ensure the required
quality of information exchange radio communication at
the minimum necessary cost of all MRCS resources.
The analysis of scientific works, which researched the
issues of increasing the noise immunity of MRCS [1, 2, 5],
showed that the work in this direction is mainly aimed
at studying the issues of the noise protection adaptive
control during destructive exposure to electronic warfare.
However, some scientists in the works [1, 3, 6] conducted
research on optimizing the MRCS topology and choosing
the optimal route for information transmission in order to
maximize the MRCS throughput. However, the issues of
structural-parametric synthesis of the MRCS noise protection subsystem under the influence of destabilizing factors
remain little studied and require further research.
Thus, the object of research is the military radio communication system. And the aim of research should be considered
to increase the efficiency of the military radio communication
system through the structural and parametric synthesis of
the noise protection subsystem of the military radio system.

2. Methods of research
During the research, the authors used the main provisions of queuing theory, automation theory, theory of
complex technical systems, information transfer theory,
theory of signal-code structures, as well as general scientific methods of cognition, namely analysis and synthesis.
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noise protection is uniquely defined if subsets of elements
µ = {µ1,, µ i } , µ ⊂ M are given, relationship between them
R = {R1,, Ri } , R ⊂ R and properties Φ = { p1,, pk } , Φ ⊂ P.
The sets µ, R, Φ are finite and ready to information description, if the level of the elements detail of the MRCS
noise protection subsystem is determined.
Parametric synthesis involves determining the elements
parameters of the noise MRCS known structure protection subsystem [7, 8].
The mathematical formulation of the parametric synthesis
problem is formulated as follows. Let the requirements to
the noise protection subsystem MRCS in the form of the
parameters values set G0 (including the criteria for them).
The initial parameters of the MRCS noise protection subsystem are a set of characteristics G. The task of parametric
synthesis is to find the following parameters of the MRCS
noise protection subsystem that satisfy the requirement [9, 10]:
Gl ≤ G0 l , l = 1... m,
where Gl, G0l are the components of sets G and G0 respectively, so Gl ∈G, G0 l ∈G0 . From the set of criterion requirements to G0 the well-founded rule, the objective function S
is formed. Then the parameters of the MRCS noise protection subsystem will be determined from the condition of
minimizing or maximizing the function S.
To synthesize the structure and determine the parameters
of a complex ergodic distributed information and control
subsystem of MRCS noise protection need:
– to form a general view of the MRCS noise protection subsystem;
– to define its functions;
– to put forward system requirements for it;
– to determine the constituent elements, etc.
Further, the task of structural-parametric synthesis of
the MRCS noise protection subsystem is formalized, starting from its mathematical description.
The description of the electronic conflict between the
radio communication system and the electronic suppression
system is implemented as follows. Let the i-th ( i = 1...I )
radio-electronic conflict KS i is characterized by a set consisting of three elements [11, 12]:
1) Pks is the sign of electronic conflict, which is a uni
que for each type of alphanumeric combination;
2) Tks is the set (list) of MRCS partial tasks on elimination
of electronic conflict (it is formed, proceeding from MRCS
tasks as a whole and tasks of separate MRCS elements);
3) I ks is the set (list) of MRCS information needs on
conflict resolution. Then the electronic conflict is described
by the set:

{

j = 1... J , f = 1...F .

3. Research results and discussion
In the general case, the structure synthesis of the MRCS
noise protection subsystem requires the universe definition
of its elements and the relationship between them [7].
It provides the properties of the MRCS noise protection
subsystem that meet the requirements of the synthesis.
Therefore, the universe of elements M and the relationship
between them R determine the universe of properties that
are realized on these elements and relations, and the Cartesian product determines the universe of the MRCS noise
protection subsystem S. Then, a specific MRCS subsystem

}

KS i = Pks i , TksKSj , I ksKSf , i = 1...I ,
(1)

Then, the set of partial problems for the elimination
of electronic conflict and the list of information needs for
the i-th electronic conflict can be represented as subsets:
TksKSj = {Tks i1, Tks i 2 , Tks i 3 ,...,Tks il ,...,Tks iLi }, l = 1...Li ,

I ksKSf = {I ks i1, I ks i 2 , I ks i 3 ,..., I ks ik ,..., I ks iKi }, k = 1...K i .

(2)

For each electronic conflict, the number of elements of
the sets TksKSj and I ksKSf may be different, which is reflected
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in the upper limits of the change of the coefficients l
and k. Partial problems in the set (2) are unequal, and
a higher priority (importance for implementation on the
contribution to the elimination of electronic conflict) has
a problem with the highest number in the list. Information
on electronic conflicts is stored in a database (DB), which
is modified and updated during the MRCS operation. As
an example, the structure of the database can be given
in the form of a geometric model (Fig. 1).
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Tks 1L1
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I ks 1k
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L2
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K2

(3)

The solution of the optimization problem can be carried out by discrete and analog form of the partial criteria
change, which is regulated by the essence of the solved
synthesis problem. For example, the task of determining
the quantitative composition of the MRCS noise protection subsystem can be discrete, which requires the use of
a discrete form of description of partial criteria (3) and
a discrete form of convolution for their aggregation. The
convolution for discretely given partial criteria has the form:
b

−1

(4)

m =1

where m = 1...b is the number of partial optimality criteria
included in the convolution; γ 0m is the normalized weighting
coefficient; y0 m is the normalized partial criterion of opti
mality. While forming the function of the generalized criterion for the analog method of presenting partial optimality
criteria, a convolution of the form is used:
42

(5)

where χ is the optimized parameter; G is the set of admissible
values of the functions of partial optimality criteria; ϕ0m (χ) is
the normalized function of the m-th partial criterion; χ* is the
optimal value of the required parameter.
The reduction to the convolution of contradictory partial criteria is carried out under the conditions of bringing
them to a single scale and to a minimized form. For this
purpose rationing of partial criteria of optimality on a limi
ted interval ϕ m (min χ) ≤ ϕ m (χ) ≤ ϕ m (max χ) is realized. For
a discrete method of describing partial criteria, their rationing
can be implemented according to the expressions [12–14]:
−1

ϕ min
mp

K max
1 

, ϕ0 m =  ϕ max
mp ∑
 ,
ϕ max
mp 

p=1
min

K min

∑ ϕ mp

(6)

p=1

In the database, the elements of the sets KS i – Tks il ,
I ks ik acquire binary values of one in the presence of a corresponding task in the list for the elimination of electronic
conflict (Tks il = 1) and the corresponding information needs
(I ks ik = 1) and zero in the opposite case.
In the general case, the noise protection subsystem
of the synthesized MRCS must meet the following requirements:
1) to ensure the minimum time spent on resolving
electronic conflicts, t ks → min;
2) to have high reliability of the decisions formed for
elimination of electronic conflict, Dks → max;
3) to provide the best information redundancy for de
cision-making to eliminate electronic conflict IN ks → max.
As a result, there are the criterion requirements for
the implementation of structural-parametric synthesis of
the MRCS noise protection subsystem:

Y ( y0 ) = ∑ γ 0 m (1 − y0 m ) → min,

arg min b
∑ γ m 0 (1 − ϕ0 m (χ))−1 = F (χ),
χ ∈G m=1

ϕ0 m =

Fig. 1. Geometric model of the database structure

t ks → min when t ks ≤ t ks por ,

 Dks → max when Dks ≥ Dks por ,
 IN → max when IN
ks min ≤ IN ks ≤ IN ks max .
 ks

χ* =

where p = K min , K max is the number of discrete values in the
sample, which characterizes the change of the criteria to be
max
minimized ϕ min
mp and maximized ϕ mp .
Rationing of partial criteria for their analog description can be carried out as follows:
ϕ0 m (χ) =

ϕ max
ϕ min
m (min χ)
m (χ)
, ϕ0 m (χ) = min
.
max
ϕ m (χ)
ϕ m (max χ)

(7)

The rationing of weights is carried out in relation to
the sum of their values set for all partial criteria included
in the convolution:
γ 0m =

γm
b

∑γm

.

(8)

m =1

Synthesis of the quantitative structure of the noise protection subsystem. This stage is implemented as a determination of the optimal quantitative composition of the noise
protection subsystem N RCD (synthesis of the structure of
the subsystem by quantitative composition on the optimal
number of radio devices (RCD) in MRCS) is implemented
in accordance with system requirements (3). It is possible
to show heuristically, and for a specific subsystem of MRCS
noise protection to prove experimentally and mathematically
that the indicators included in (3) depend on the parame
ter N RCD . Therefore, the refined system of criteria (3) for
the analog method of their description will take the form:
t ks ( N RCD ) → min, when t ks ( N RCD ) ≤ t ks por ( N RCD ) ,

n Dks ( N RCD ) ≥ Dks por ( N RCD ) ,
 Dks ( N RCD ) → max, when
(9)

 IN ks ( N RCD ) → max,
at IN min N
ks (
RCD ) ≤ IN ks ( N RCD ) ≤ IN ks ( max N RCD ) .

Thus, taking into account (3) according to the discrete
method of presenting partial optimality criteria in the form
of (3) let’s obtain a mathematical optimization model for
the structural synthesis of the noise protection subsystem in
terms of the number of RCD in MRCS:
δ RCD = γ t 0 (1 − t ks 0 ) + γ D 0 (1 − Dks 0 ) +
−1

+ γ ID 0 (1 − IN rs 0 ) → min.
−1

−1

(10)
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The zero indexes in the components of model (10)
characterize their normalization in accordance with (6) for
partial optimality criteria. The parameters γ t 0 , γ D 0 , γ ID 0 are
normalized by the weight coefficients of the relevant criteopt
ria rule (8). The optimal amount of RCD in MRCS N RCD
according to model (10) is determined in such way that
provides a minimum value δ RCD on a limited interval of
change of the varied parameter N RCD :
opt
N RCD
= N RCD when δ RCD = min.

F (N RCD ) = γ t 0 (1 − t ks 0 (N RCD ))−1 +
+ γ D 0 (1 − Dks 0 (N RCD ))−1 +
(12)

where the rationing of weights is carried out according
to (8), and the criterion functions t ks 0 (N RCD ), Dks 0 (N RCD ),
IDks 0 (N RCD ) according to (9). The optimal number of RCD using model (12) is the solution of equation dF (N RCD ) dN RCD = 0
*
with rounding of the received number N RCD
to an integer
value according to the rule:
opt
*
*
N RCD
= min F (min N RCD
or max N RCD
).

(13)

Thus, the optimization models (10) and (12) provide the
determination of the optimal number of RCD in MRCS.
It solves the first stage of structural-parametric synthesis
of the noise protection subsystem.
Synthesis of the qualitative structure of the MRCS noise
protection subsystem. This stage is realized by searching for
such RCD composition and the necessarily for their operaopt
tion of the auxiliary elements (at a known value N RCD
),
which the best reflects the electronic conflict that has arisen.
The concept of the best reflection of electronic conflict in
the cluster requires clarification in the form of criteria.
Thus, there is a system of criteria for the implementation
of structural-parametric synthesis of the noise protection
subsystem:
TS j → max,

 I S j → max,
TX → max,
 Sj

−1

−1

+ GTX j 0 (1 − TX S j 0 ) → min.
−1

(15)

The structure of the configured system and its parame
ters are Pareto-optimal by a set of contradictory criteria (3)
or (9) and (14).

4. Conclusions

(11)

For an analog method of describing partial optimality
criteria (9) using (5) let’s obtain an optimization mathe
matical model of the form:

+ γ ID 0 (1 − IDks 0 (N RCD ))−1 → min,

Ψ j = GT j 0 (1 − TS j 0 ) + GI j 0 (1 − I S j 0 ) +

In the course of the research the method of structuralparametric synthesis of the noise protection subsystem
of special radio communication systems was developed.
The essence of this technique is to synthesize the structure of the military radio communication system and the
parameters of the radio communication system in the conditions of electronic conflict. This technique is multi-criteria,
in which the parameters are different in importance. The
basis of this technique is the principle of nonlinear scheme
of A. Voronin compromises.
This technique allows to:
– to synthesize the structure of the radio communication system in the conditions of electronic conflict;
– to determine the optimal number of radio communication devices to ensure management tasks in the
conditions of electronic conflict;
– to substantiate a set of mechanisms to increase the
noise immunity of the noise protection subsystem in the
conditions of electronic conflict.
The results of the research will be useful in:
– the definition of mechanisms of the noise immunity
increase of radio communication devices;
– the substantiation of recommendations for increasing
the noise immunity of radio communication facilities;
– the analysis of the electronic situation during hostilities (operations);
– creating promising technologies to increase the noise
immunity of radio communication devices.
Areas of further research will focus on the development of a methodology for the operational management of
interference protection of intelligent military radio systems.
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where TS j is the number of mechanisms to increase the
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